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Alignment Between Expected Outcomes and Assessment 
 
Yoshinori OKADE (Nippon Sport Science University)  
 
    One usually focuses on outcomes in psychomotor domain domain in physical education, but 
physical education has much more content than other school subject. One of the evidence on this 
point would be the content area positive attitude for learning and humanity. Physical education is 
only the subject which include content humanity in school subject. Assessment has formative 
function to improve the lesson. To make assessment effective, idea such as authentic assessment 
and backward design are shown. Features of such assessment concepts is alignment between 
expected outcomes and assessment tools and sharing successful criteria with pupils and students. 
Also it requires formative and continuous adaption of assessment tools. On the other hand, teachers 
believe influence on the introducing such assessment system. So, it would be necessary to introduce 
critical reflection on own believe on assessment by teachers themselves and sharing successful 
criteria between teachers and pupils/students. Improving lesson quality and outcomes based on 
assessment for learning requires the adapting multiple appropriate assessment tools in the lesson 
process and to reflect the result of such attempt to curriculum assessment.    
 

























































されていること（Borghouts et al., 2017, pp.473-






























































































































































(Lambert, 2007; Markos, 2007; Mitchell,and 
Oslin, 1999; Mohnsen, 2004; Stork, 2007; 
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(Tannehill et. al., 2015, p.166)。 
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